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STERELA

has been designing and manu-

facturing systems for live fire 

ground-to-ground and ground-

to-air training sessions since 

1989, date of its first contract 

with the French army.

Sterela’s offer aims institutions, 

Ministries of Defence (MoD), In-

terior (MoI), Justice and Finance 

in addition to the private sector .

LIVE FIRE TRAINING TARGET SYSTEMS

targets infantry

special forces

police

resistant

simulators

scenarios

commando

live fire

OUTDOOR SHOOTING RANGE

& PRACTICAL SHOOTING

TRAINING

INDOOR SHOOTING RANGE

TRAINING URBAN SHOOTING

TRAINING

Aware of the new unit engagement doctrines, STERELA offers solutions to cover all training cycles 

and programmes depending on the environment. These include:

 Indoor shooting range   |  Outdoor shooting range & Practical shooting  

 Urban shooting    |  Outdoor shooting range

To secure and ensure follow-up for its customers, STERELA offers life-cycle support for all its equip-

ment and guarantees a production lifetime of at least 15 years.

OUTDOOR SHOOTING 

RANGE TRAINING
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The equipment is portable, enabling the tar-

gets to be used for other types of training 

sessions. It can be controlled by remote 

control system or through a command unit in 

a control room.

MISSION

To learn and perfect shooting skills using sta-

tionary or moving targets in an operational mis-

sion context.

INDOOR SHOOTING 
STAND TRAINING

APPROACH

Training in shooting over short distances deve-

lops and tests rapidity of analysis, accuracy and 

reflexes while giving practice in using handguns 

and small arms.

 � National Police Academy, Saint-Ma-

lo, France  

 � Departmental directorate of public 

security, Northern Corsica

 � French Ministry of the Interior

 � Gendarmerie School, Châteaulin, 

France

 � Gendarmerie Officers’ School, 

Melun, France

DIGIMAP

STERELA solutions for indoor shooting ranges are 

designed for police forces, customs or prison 

administrations in addition to private companies 

authorised to carry firearms.

PCI100 
 � friend/foe target-holder

MOV100 
 � mobility kit for the PCI100

PCI100 
 � pop-up or scissor target-holder

PCxLOG 
 � stationary scenario-generation system

MSR100 
 � radio-control system for PCI100 and MOV100 
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MISSION

To learn and perfect shooting skills with sta-

tionary and moving targets outdoors so as to 

control your unit’s engagement by understanding 

the different terrains, environments and clima-

tic conditions.

OUTDOOR SHOOTING 
RANGE & PRACTICAL 
SHOOTING TRAINING

APPROACH

Shooting training while moving enables team 

members to develop their skills in terrain analy-

sis, reactions, accuracy and group communication 

and coordination.

Supported by simulators with background noise, 

pyrotechnic and blast effects simulating hostile 

engagement, STERELA outdoor shooting range solu-

tions help prepare and develop your unit’s ope-

rational reflexes.

DIGIMAP

STERELA solutions for practical outdoor shooting 

range training are designed for infantry regi-

ments, special forces, commando or anti-terro-

rist units and anti-crime brigades.

 � Infantry regiments in France 

 � Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

 �  Portugal : EXÉRCITO PORTUGUÊS – 

Escola das Armas. (Army Infantry 

School)

 �  Montenegro 

PCI100 
 � pop-up or scissor target-holder

MOV100 
 � mobility kit for the PCI100

PCxLOG 
 � stationary scenario-generation system

SRC 
 � radio-control system for implementation of scenarios

All our equipment is autonomous and ea-

sily carried so it may be used for other 

types of outdoor training session. It can 

be controlled using a remote control system 

so the targets appear either on command or 

according to predefined scenarios.

PCI100 
 � friend/foe target-holder

Accessories (battle effects) 
 � thermal module, smoke, sound and lighting effects

MSR100 
 � radio-control system for PCI100 and MOV100 
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 �  CENZUB : Urban combat training fa-

cilities for the French Army 

 �  Egypt : Special Police Forces

 �  Senegal : Tactical training centre 

CET no. 7, Thies

DIGIMAP

MISSION

To learn and perfect target shooting skills in 

awareness of the environment, unit movements and 

coalition between team members in urban warfare 

contexts.

URBAN SHOOTING 
TRAINING

APPROACH

Urban combat training develops stress control, 

discernment, speed, positioning and coordination 

of special force members.

Combined with a range of sensors, targets may 

appear automatically when somebody is detected, 

making the training session dynamic, interactive 

and realistic.

Adding simulators (sound and visual battle  

effects), operational units and teams become 

hardened to urban combat context.

STERELA solutions for urban shooting and shoo-

ting house training sessions are designed for 

special forces, commando or anti-terrorist units 

and anti-crime brigades in urban environments.

SRC 
 � radio-control system for implementation of scenarios

PCxLOG 
 � stationary scenario-generation system

PCI600 
 � pop-up or scissor appearance target

PCI600 
 � rising / lateral movement target

PCI100 
 � friend/foe target-holder

PCI100 
 � targets for windows or door openings 

Sensors 
 � trigger system for doors, laser and infrared intrusion detection 

Targets are autonomous, easy to 

deploy, they may be moved over 

short distances. They can be 

controlled near the operators 

using a remote control sys-

tem or by a command unit in a 

control room.

. 

Accessories (battle effects) 
 � thermal module, smoke, sound and lighting effects

ULTRA
URBAN

LIVE FIRE

TRAINING

RANGES
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Targetry is stationary. It may be controlled 

near the operators using a remote control 

system for target appearances on command or 

according to predefined scenarios, or by a 

command unit in a control room. 

MISSION

To learn and perfect shooting skills (for all 

calibers) using stationary and moving targets in 

attack or entrenched situations.

OUTDOOR SHOOTING 
RANGE TRAINING

APPROACH

STERELA solutions allow you to construct an out-

door shooting range replicating field conditions 

for carrying out tactical military operations 

combining the use of different types of weapon at 

the same time (suppressive, barrage or supporting 

fire).

Supported by simulators with background noise, 

pyrotechnic and blast effects simulating hostile 

engagement, STERELA outdoor shooting range solu-

tions help prepare and develop your engaged unit 

or regiment’s operational reflexes.

 �  Training camps in France

 � United Arab Emirates: 13th Half-Bri-

gade of the Foreign Legion

DIGIMAP

STERELA solutions for outdoor shooting ranges 

are designed for different components of the 

regular army forces (Land Force, Sea Force, and 

Air Force), in addition to snipers.

CMA400 
 � moving target for anti-tank or infantry

PCI100-LP 
 � long-range friend/foe target-holder

PCI600   
 � pop-up or scissor appearance target

SRC 
 � radio-control system for implementation of scenarios

PCxLOG 
 � stationary scenario-generation system

Accessories (battle effects)
 � thermal module, smoke, sound and lighting effects

PCA400 
 � anti-tank target

CMI300NG 
 � 1 to 3 independent moving target on a rail
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  PCI100  

  MOV100  

  PCI600  
  PCA400  

  CMA400  

  MSR100    SRC  

 Sensors

  CMI300NG 

  PCxLOG 

  Accessories  

  Accessories  

A UNIQUE KNOW-HOW

FOR EXCEPTIONAL TRAINING

STATIONARY TARGETS

MOVING TARGETS

CONTROL SYSTEMS

OPTIONS

 � friend/foe
 � pop-up or scissor

 � windows or door openings  
 � long-range

 � mobility kit for the PCI100

 � radio-control for PCI100 , 
MOV100 and PCI600

 � anti-tank

 � mobility kit for the PCA400

 � radio-control for implementation 
of scenarios

 � pop-up or scissor
 � rising

 � lateral movement

 � 1 to 3 independent moving targets
 on a rail

 � stationary scenario-generation 
system

 � trigger system for doors, laser
 and infrared intrusion detection

 � smoke battle effect  � sound and lighting battle effects
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Since 1989, STERELA 

is a leading actor in 

the live fire trai-

ning systems for the  

armed forces and interna-

tional elite units.

 � STERELA extends its interna-
tional business by relying on  
specialised partners.

      Become our partner!

DISTRIBUTION

INTERNATIONAL

United Arab Emirates

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Burkina Faso

Montenegro

Australia

Portugal

Senegal

Egypt

Gabon

Chad

Mali

Lebanon

New Caledonia

France

French-Guiana
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